We show how a recently proposed solid state Majorana platform comprising a planar Josephson junction proximitized to a 2D electron gas (2DEG) with Rashba spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman field can be viewed as an effectively one-dimensional (1D) Kitaev chain with long-range pairing and hopping terms. We highlight how the couplings of the 1D system may be tuned by changing experimentally realistic parameters. We also show that the mapping is robust to disorder by computing the Clifford pseudospectrum index in real space for the long-range Kitaev chain across several topological phases. This mapping opens up the possibility of using current experimental setups to explore 1D topological superconductors with non-standard, and tunable couplings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological superconductivity is currently being studied in great detail and in a wide variety of settings [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The experimental platforms involve combinations of topological materials, proximity-effect induced superconductivity, and strong spin-orbit coupled semiconductors and nanowires [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The interest in these systems is due to the existence of Majorana bound states. These are zero-energy modes localized at the boundary of topological superconductors, and might be used as a topologically robust means of processing quantum information [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . It has been recently proposed that an experimental platform based on a planar Josephson junction comprising a 2DEG with spin-orbit coupling, can host Majorana modes 24, 25 . This set-up is well characterized experimentally [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , and may have the advantage of better identifying the origin of zero-bias conductance peaks 34 . More importantly, this experimental set-up may be used to fabricate more elaborate networks. Such scalability is essential for carrying out complex operations with multiple Majoranas, including braiding, an essential component for topological quantum computation.
On the other hand, the Kitaev chain is arguably the simplest theoretical setting in which one can study topological superconductivity and Majorana modes 35 . The Kitaev chain consists of spinless fermions in one dimension with p-wave superconductivity. Due to the interests in seeking Majorana modes, much experimental and theoretical work has been conducted to realize the Kitaev model and related generalizations. Moreover the long-range Kitaev chain shows a significantly richer phase diagram with intriguing distinctions from the nearest-neighbor Kitaev chain [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Due to this, there are many proposals for realizing long-range Kitaev chains in physical systems, including schemes to induce long-range coupling via Floquet periodic driving of static nearest-neighbor Kitaev chains, ultracold atomic and trapped ion systems with photonic coupling, and solid state systems [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . In this paper we show that the new experimental platform employing planar Josephson junctions described above 24, 25 is equivalent to realizing a long-range Kitaev chain. We discuss this mapping, present numerical evidence for the long-range nature of the system, and examine the robustness to disorder by studying topological phase transitions via a novel real space invariant, the Clifford pseudospectrum method [51] [52] [53] [54] . The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the Majorana platform proposal and discuss its topological classification according to the Altland-Zirnbauer (AZ) scheme [55] [56] [57] . In Sec. III, we present details of the mapping between the planar 2D and 1D systems. Lastly, in Sec. IV, we discuss the real space topological invariant for a disordered system, and present the numerical results. An appendix provides some additional discussion on the real space topological invariant constructed out of the Clifford pseudospectrum. We end with an outlook in Section V. 24, 25 . A 2DEG with strong spin-orbit coupling is contacted with s-wave superconducting leads that have a phase difference φ and an in-plane longitudinal magnetic field, B. The top gate can be used to tune the chemical potential. Majorana edge modes appear at either end of the 1D normal channel.
FIG. 1. Schematic of 2D Majorana platform proposed in
Additionally, we allow a phase difference, φ, between the two superconducting leads. Notably, in this system, there will be topological regimes for all values of φ away from φ = 0, depending on other parameters in the system (e.g. E Z ), see Fig. 1c of Ref. 24 . As indicated in Fig. 1 , the proximitizing leads give rise to a quasi-1D normal channel of length L 1D and width W n . Following 24 , we take ∆ (y) = ∆e isgn(y)φ/2 θ (|y| − W n /2) and E Z (y) = E Z,s θ (|y| − W n /2) + E Z,n θ (W n /2 − |y|). The presence of many experimental knobs is useful for controlling the topological phase of the system, especially if one wishes to manipulate a network of Majorana modes. However, we will focus on just one of these, the chemical potential, µ.
Current experimental progress makes it feasible to study the physics discussed here. In 2D InAs, the difficulty of creating strong uniform coupling to a superconductor was recently resolved by growing the superconducting material (e.g. Al) in situ by molecular beam epitaxy 29 . A hard superconducting gap, measured by tunneling through a quantum point contact, indicated an intimate coupling between materials 28 . GatedJosephson junctions similar to Fig. 1 are routinely fabricated with I c R n product of ∼ ∆ Al 33 , and signature of Majorana fermions have been observed on similar heterostructures 30, 32 . Past proposals have focused on realizing Majorana modes, manipulating the modes, and maximizing the topological gap which protects them, but our interest is on another aspect, namely to highlight this set-up as a tunable Kitaev chain with long-range couplings.
Topological Classification:
We now discuss the topological classification of this system via the AZ scheme [55] [56] [57] . Imposing periodic boundary conditions along the longitudinalx direction, and open boundary conditions in the transverseŷ direction, and going into momentum space in thex direction,
Denoting K as complex conjugation, and identifying two anti-unitary transformations, 24, 58 particle-hole by U C K, with U C ≡ τ y σ y , and time reversal by U T K, with U T ≡ − (y → −y),
where k replaces the notation k x . The two anti-unitary symmetries also imply the chiral symmetry U S = U C U T ,
Since (U C,T K) 2 = 1, H BdG (k) is in the AZ symmetry class BDI , and therefore has a topological invariant in Z 59 .
Topological Invariant: In systems with a chiral symmetry, there is an established method for computing the Z invariant 60 . This method applies generally to multiband systems in AZ class BDI, and has previously been used to study quasi-one dimensional Rashba spin-orbit coupled nanowires 60, 61 , in which the systems are multibanded because of the finite width of the confining quantum well. In contrast, in the systems considered in our work, multiple bands arise from the bound states in the junction. Furthermore, the mirror symmetry in our system allows the chiral symmetry to remain exact in the presence of interband coupling.
First, we rotate H BdG to the basis in which U S has the form Γ = τ z ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1, where the two unit matrices appearing in the tensor product live in σ and position space. In this basis, H BdG is block off-diagonal,
A Hamiltonian with a gap at zero energy has non-zero determinant and therefore the following quantities are well-defined,
Because of the periodic boundary conditions, W is a quantized winding number and may only change if the gap closes. Thus W is the topological invariant in Z. Further, by the bulk-boundary correspondence, W gives the number of Majorana modes at the boundary of the bulk for which the invariant is computed. In this case, the bulk is the quasi-1D, normal channel and the zeroenergy modes will be forced to the ends of the channel.
In the following, the numerical parameters used for the 2D system have been chosen to be experimentally realistic for InAs devices 25, 33 . We take, in units of the 2D hopping t = 1/(2m a 2 ), E Z,n = 0.02, E Z,s = 0.001, α = 0.2, ∆ = 0.02, and φ = π/2, with a = 10nm, m = 0.03m e . We consider a normal channel of width W n = 8 sites on which ∆ = 0 and superconducting leads with 250 sites in the transverse direction. When putting the system on a finite wire, we take L 1D = 800 sites. Disorder strength is D/2 = 1. Fig. 2 shows the invariant for a tight-binding model of the bulk 2D system as one tunes through several topological phase transitions. Fig. 3 shows the winding angle explicitly for a single choice of parameters. One can see that for the chosen parameters, the angle wraps around the unit circle three times, leading to W = 3.
III. MAPPING TO 1D KITAEV CHAIN WITH LONG-RANGE COUPLINGS
We now discuss the mapping from the 2D system to the 1D Kitaev chain. Typically, the Kitaev chain is discussed with nearest-neighbor coupling terms and has a topological invariant in Z 2 for class D. By including further neighbor terms, the invariant can take values fully in Z 62, 63 . Thus the simplest example of a Hamiltonian in topological class BDI can be written as
whereτ are Pauli matrices (not to be confused with τ, σ that are Pauli matrices in particle/hole and spin space, respectively) and the symmetries of class BDI require that there is no component of d alongτ x . Consequently, the winding of the unit vector, d/| d|, is a topological invariant and takes values in Z. In particular, for the 1D system, the winding may be explicitly computed by
where θ (k) is the angle defined by the components of d. If one breaks the effective time reversal symmetry (TRS), aτ x term may appear in H. Such TRS breaking may arise intentionally (as in Ref. 25 ) by differing superconducting gaps in the leads or unintentionally through disorder which does not obey y → −y. However, broken TRS will reduce the invariant from Z to Z 2 , still leading to a non-trivial topological phase.
We can now make a straightforward connection with the invariant described above for the 2D system. To map the full 2D system to the 1D system, we use α (k) above from the 2D system to define components
These components then characterize a 1D Hamiltonian. Specifically, we write
In a Kitaev chain with only nearest-neighbor hopping and pairing, these terms are simple and well-known,
Systems that include further neighbor terms will have higher-harmonic contributions to d z , d y . We show that when the mapping above is carried out, the Hamiltonian which characterizes the effective 1D system includes long-range hopping and pairing terms. The initial indication that this is the case comes from functional forms of d z (k) , d y (k), which deviate significantly from simple sinusoids. We illustrate this in Fig. 3 , where d z , d y clearly include higher-harmonic contributions. We will examine these contributions more concretely and their implications below.
The long-range couplings of the 1D problem may be intuitively thought of as coming from integrating out closely spaced modes residing in the transverse direction of the 2DEG.
IV. LONG-RANGE KITAEV CHAIN: REAL SPACE AND DISORDER
We now consider the long-range Kitaev chain in real space to study the extent of the long-range coupling explicitly. After mapping to an effective 1D system, we place the long-range Kitaev chain on a finite wire, and examine the spatial dependence of the coupling terms. We then introduce disorder to the 1D model and find that the topological properties are unchanged. To study the topology in real space for a system without translation invariance, we use methods discussed in 51-54 which rely on the Clifford pseudospectrum. Components dz (k) , dy (k), defining a 1D Hamiltonian, as been derived from a 2D system. These differ dramatically from simple sinusoidal functions, which implies that the 1D system is not a nearest-neighbor model, but instead includes long-range hopping and pairing terms.
In order to obtain the spatial behavior, we compute the discrete inverse Fourier transform of d z (k) , d y (k) and obtain the hopping and pairing terms as a function of x. If d z , d y are computed at L 1D discrete values of k, the finite wire correspondingly has L 1D sites. The resulting coefficients t i , ∆ i give the ith neighbor (up to L 1D /2) hopping and pairing coupling strengths. In Fig. 4 , we show an example of the coupling coefficients as a function of the separation between the sites that they couple. Fig. 4 displays the long-range nature of these couplings.
In real space, the Hamiltonian for the 1D model involving site j is thus
where n j ≡ c † j c j , the full Hamiltonian is H = Real Space Topological Signature: The most prominent methods and tools for identifying topological phases and their invariants have relied on momentum space computations, as in the case of the winding number discussed above 60 . However, these methods cannot be used when systems lack translation invariance, as in the case of aperiodic or disordered systems. For such systems without translation invariance, Clifford pseudospectrum methods
FIG. 4. (left panels)
Hopping and (right panels) pairing parameters (ti, ∆i resp.) are plotted as functions of the separation, i, between sites involved. These parameters are shown for three different values of 2D chemical potential, which correspond to three distinct topological regimes. The presence of significant terms beyond nearest-neighbors is evident and there is a noticeable difference in the decay at large separations for the various topological regimes.
have proven exceptionally useful for identifying topological features [51] [52] [53] [54] .
The real space invariants depend on the AZ classification scheme. For class BDI, the index which characterizes the topology of a system is given by the signature of a combination of the matrices H BdG , Γ, and X, where X Fig. 2 . In these panels, we have included the first four nearest neighbor coupling terms.
is the position operator normalized by the system size.
where sig [M ] is the difference between the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of a matrix M counting degeneracies. The index changes when an eigenvalue of XΓ + H BdG crosses zero. When the index is nonzero, there is a simultaneous eigenvector of X and H BdG which is localized in space and near zero energy 54 . Consequently, a non-zero index indicates a topologically nontrivial phase in the bulk and determines the number of zero-energy modes. The Appendix gives a more detailed discussion of this invariant.
Numerical Results: We now turn to the results from studying finite, disordered wires in 1D. We demonstrate that the topological invariant is preserved through, first, the mapping to 1D and, second, the breaking of translation invariance by the presence of disorder. This is shown in Fig. 2 , where the topological invariant has been determined in two ways. First, we compute the usual topological invariant determined by the winding number in the bulk, translation invariant 2D system. Second, we compute the real space signature defined above for the disordered, finite wire and find that this agrees with the former across several topological phase transitions.
In Fig. 2 , the fluctuations (across disorder realizations) of the real space signature are also shown, but are typically zero or very small. This indicates the robustness of the topological properties of the system to disorder. Only in the presence of very strong disorder can the topological superconducting phase be destroyed and taken to a trivial phase. On the other hand, in the presence of very weak disorder, we find that the system size must be increased for the real space signature method to match the bulk invariant. This is due to the longer localization length (in the case of weaker disorder) which undermines the Clifford pseudospectrum method that requires sufficiently spatially localized eigenstates 53 . We introduce disorder in the 1D system chemical potential. Concretely, we add the disorder via µ 1D +δ where
for disorder strength D, and µ 1D is the effective chemical potential for the wire. While this is arguably the simplest kind of disorder to include, from the perspective of the 2D system, it may not be the most physical type of disorder, as we argue below.
In the 2D system, a single physical parameter can be tuned to bring the system through a topological phase transition, as we have seen here with µ. However, in the language of 1D system, a change in the physical chemical potential does not necessarily correspond to an analogous change in µ 1D . Instead, we see that the topological phase transitions occur because of collective changes in the 1D hopping and pairing parameters. We plot some of these parameters in Fig. 5 as the 2D parent system is tuned through topological phase transitions to give a sense of the behavior of the 1D system. Not only does the 1D chemical potential vary, but all of the 1D parameters show smooth variation within a given topological regime. However, these parameters have kinks when the topological invariant changes. Consequently, to include the full effects of disorder on the 2D system, it may be necessary to include disorder in all of the other 1D system parameters (i.e. in the hopping and pairing terms), in addition to µ 1D . However given the robustness of the topological phases to disorder, the results for the mapping between 2D and 1D systems are expected to still hold.
Another means of studying the collective evolution of the 1D parameters under changes to a physical parameter of the 2D system is examining the full set of coupling terms as a function of separation. Fig. 4 shows the hopping and pairing terms as a function of the distance between sites they couple and shows a power-law decay at large separations. We have attempted to fit the decay, but it is substantially more subtle than a simple powerlaw. Prior studies on long-range Kitaev chains have indicated that changes in the strength of the power-law decay of coupling can affect the topological properties of a system [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] 50 .
In class BDI, the bulk-boundary correspondence and the Z topological invariant indicate that we can have more than one Majorana edge mode. This prediction is borne out explicitly in the 1D system as seen in Fig. 2 , where we have shown the four modes closest to zero energy. As the topological invariant changes from W = 3 → 2 → 1 in Fig. 2 , we expect the corresponding number of zero-energy modes pinned to the edge of the wire. In Fig. 2, we show that when the topological invariant is 3, there are three zero-energy modes pinned to the edge, one of which disappears as the topological invariant decreases. The non-zero modes are flat after disorder averaging because Anderson localization dictates that the states will be localized and uniformly distributed throughout the system.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have elucidated the relationship between a recent proposal to realize Majorana bound states in a 2D system and a generalized Kitaev chain, the latter with long-range hopping and pairing. By employing a novel characterization of topological invariants in real space based on the Clifford pseudospectra, we have shown the robustness to this 2D to 1D mapping to disorder. Interesting avenues of research are opened up given that a current day solid state experiment can be mapped to an exotic model in 1D. These are to explore the role of driving, strong interactions, and disorder, features that are difficult to explore in a bulk 2D system. Moreover this work also highlights the importance of interpreting transport in the solid state device in the language of Majorana modes of a long-range model and the possibility of realizing some of the new features of long-range Kitaev chains [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] 50 . One expects that finite temperature and gate voltage dependence of the conductance will crucially depend on the long-range features of the model.and [W] is a diagonal matrix with uniformly distributed entries δµ ∈ [−w, w] corresponding to disorder in the chemical potential. We also consider the coordinate operator, X = 1 ⊗x, wherex is a L × L matrix with diagonal entries corresponding to position, and normalized so that the entries x range over −1/2 ≤ x ≤ 1/2. It is also convenient to define Γ = Diag (1, −1). This is the chiral operator where HΓ = −ΓH and XΓ = ΓX. The first step in identifying the real space invariant is to look for operators that almost commute. In the presence of disorder, and in one dimension, X, H are such a set of operators. A convenient way 53 to construct the simultaneous (approximate) eigenvectors of X, H with eigenvalues λ x , λ H is via the Clifford pseudospectrum, Λ (X, H) defined as
Above, by singular one means that the matrix cannot be inverted due to zero eigenvalues. Γ a , Γ b are a Hermitian representation of
Clearly, if H has a spectral gap, and the states are localized, then 0 ∈ Λ (X, H). The only way for the topological classification to change is when 0 ∈ Λ (X, H). 
Let us choose Γ
Our goal is to study B, where a singular structure implies a topological phase transition. Since the two non-zero elements are conjugates of each other, one may identify the singular structure by simply studying one of the offdiagonal elements X + iH. It is convenient to cast this in a Hermitian form by defining N = (X + iH)Γ. Since Γ is unitary, it does not modify the norm of X + iH, and hence its singular stucture. A further unitary rotation 53 can transform N to
Since a topological phase transition implies a zero eigenvalue of N , we can simply study the signature of N . A change in the signature implies a level crossing through zero. Moreover, if H is even dimensional, the invariant becomes,
We now show plots of the energy spectrum, pseudospectrum (eigenvalues of N ), and eigenstates of N = XΓ + H for the Kitaev chain defined above. First, we consider the energy spectrum and pseudospectrum as a function of µ for a finite system with open boundary conditions and parameter values L = 120, t = 1, ∆ = 1, w = 0.5.
In Fig. 6 , we can see that the pseudospectrum includes zero (or something very close to zero) when µ is around 2. This agrees with the phase transition in the Kitaev chain between the trivial and topological regimes. We can also see that the eigenvalue closest to zero in the pseudospectrum, deep in the topological regime, settles at −1/2, rather than 0 as in the energy spectrum. We can understand this by examining the eigenstates corresponding to those values in the spectrum. Deep in the topological regime, we expect the eigenstates of H close to zero energy to be nearly identical to the eigenstates of N and should have a pseudospectrum eigenvalue corresponding to the contribution from XΓ alone. For a state concentrated at the boundary, this contribution should be −1/2. In the trivial regime, disorder leads to localized states for all energies. Consequently, the eigenvalues and eigenstates of N, H should be similar to one another, with the eigenstates not necessarily located at the boundary. This also explains why in the trivial phase, the signature of N is identical to that of H, which is zero.
